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Abstra.c~ 
In general, problems are solvable along a continuum of ab-
st·raction. ThfJre is, at any given point in the development o:t 
t~e solution, a most e~ficient or optimum strategy •.. 
In information retrieval systems the ultimate solution is 
obtained. at a more specific rather than at a more abstract level. 
The question negotiation process is viewed as an efficient pre-
ljminary strategy which enables an information seeker to obtain 
his information goal with the least amount of overall effort. 
In orqer for a problem solution procedure to remain efficient 
a means for predicting when to change strategies nmst be provided. 
In the particular example of question negotiation, this prediction 
is based on the ·rate at which the definition of the user• s need 
develops. 
An on-line computer program called GRINS is described which 
~ 
. 




a user• s need. This program communic~tes with the user in his 
natural conversational idiom. When the negotiation is judged by 
GRINS to be as well developed as it is likely to get, a search is 
.. 
made of the available· documents. This search produces an ordered 
list of the sixty-three best doc'1)Ilents which come close to the 
user's expressed need. 
The structure of the program is modillar so that improvements 
~ be easily made. Some such improvements are suggested. 
!\ 
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.. --·~ ... -·· - .. ·---.- -- ----- ' I. The Negotiation 
' 
-When a researcher has an in.formation need he has the problems of 
defining his need and of locating information sources which are able to 
• 
satisfy the need. These problems r.equi;e a strategy for their solution~ 
Problem solutions can, in general, be ob~ained at nn.1ltiple levels 
along a continuum of abstraction. One may find solutions from the · 
1--
specific to the general. 
Each such solution is obtained on the basis of a strategy which is 
characterized by the tools and techniques available at the particular 
level. The lower levels tend to have bepa.vioristic or pragmatic tech-
niques associated with them while the higher levels more often have 
generalizations which act to make transformations betw:een various 
samples found at the lower levels. 
.,, 
The formation of a plan, followed by its execution, is an example 
of a multi-level approach.··' In effect there are two solutions. The plan 
formation offers a means of vicariously performing the execution of a 
task using symbolic techniques before the plan is actually employed~ 
The work at the abstract level has as its chief advantage temporal and 
spatial mobility at low cost. The abstract solution is relatively un-
enc11mbered by physical restrictions of time and space. There is the 
constant risk at the abstract level of error. The symbols ~ prove 
- to be inappropriate. The resultant solution of the abstract probleJl'.l 
is therefore an ·estimate of solutions to· be obtained. at the lower. ·.·levels. ~ ·· , ,7 
For a given researcher with a given set of capabilities at his 
· .: disposal there is an optimwn strategy- for each aspect of whatever pro-
, 
blem. lies before him. Optimwn here means that ad~quate results are ..... 
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. "
once optiDlUJD. strategjT will reach a point where it cann?t·offer much more, 
where it becomes expensive~ and where some other strategy rises to the 
position of being the optimum (if only' by default). 
.How can an existing strategy be analyzed for its appropriateness? 
• • • f 
Every strategy has its rate of return on increment of investment. If 
the investment increment is constant for a given strate&V, the best ab-
, solute measure of the quality of the strategy is its rate of return. 
When this rate of return drops to some minimum level we may define this 
point as an operational limit of the effectiveness of the strategy. Of 
course this does not,tell us if any alternative strategies are as good 
or better than the existing strategy. A dilemma results because we will 
not really know which strategy is best until we try each such alternative 
strategy. The dilemma is resolved ( or at least smoothed over) by re- c, 
treating to a meta-strategy with the prol;>lem of strategy selection. The 
solution obtained from the meta-strategy is a prediction {presiuna.bly 
based on prior experience) of which new strategy to adopt~ 
Information retrieval processes in a library system may be viewed 
as a forni' of. the . problem solution proces·s ·nth nru.ltiple strategies f'.~ 
~ 
existing along a continuum of specificity. 
The retrieval of information requires the selection of search 
strategies which operate along this continuwn,. : The actual material that 
contains the neede~ information will be specific, whereas the title, ab-
stract, indices,. and other referential means are more abstract. Beyond 
it> 
these are the even less specific reference services which rely on the 
,, 
. · highly abstract· tecllniques of human discourse. 
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( travel from the more· abstract levels to the specific leveis if·he is'to 
utilize the ·system. The system includes· the means of locating the most 
appr~priate materials and if a user attempts to go directly to a specif'i~ 
material, he is attempting to bYPass the system. As has been pointed out 
,. 
previously' (1, 2 ) , a user will often approach the reference disk in a 
library 1rdth ·too specific a request for ~s information needs. This re-
~. quest must be negotiated to a higher level so that the reference librar-
ian can present to the user the best compromise between what the user 
·'needs and what the library has to offer. 
The user's infonnation need, however ill-defined, first must be at 
least crudely defined within the user's space of ideas. This space is 
. simpzy a convenient way of characterizing the user's private system of 
coherent (to himself) thought. In order to make a definition within 
this space it is necessary to get a "fix" within the space as a navi-
gator does. While the navigator may use whatever stars and lighthouses 
that may happen to be available, he will prefer to use those that are· 
orthogonal with respect to one another. Likewise, in order to define 
the location of an idea 'Within a space of ideas it is desirable to 
utilize orthogonal coordinates for the purpose. The coordinates here 
may be thought of as the residuals of pa.st experience which have been 
·,\.. reduced to symbolic representations of those experiences. By means ot 
this cross-referencing the ambiguity ma.y be reduced. 
The goal of a question negotiation process ~s to reach an adequate 
definition of the need, first with respect to the user,·•·s space of ideas 
and then with respect to the information retrieval system's "space of 
~· 
ideas". The retrieval ,system' s "space of ideas'' .may be repr~sented by 
the system's means of. indexing. 
• "t'"' • 
.\ \ 
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. It is desirable to make these two steps in as efficient a manner as 
. 
( ,.(· "'·•. 
·a 
possible in order that the reference service will not become too ·costly 
to the user. 
... -
The efficiency of the first step is largely a function of the skill 
of the reference librarian as a question negotiator. Not only must the 
user be set at ease, he must also be stimulated along. those lines that 
will lead to a satisfactory definition of his need. 
By a skillful selection of negotiation strategies at the conversa-
1 • ti·onal level, the reference librarian attempts to elicit from -.the user 
. sufficient information to get a satisfactory picture of his need. In 
.this role the librarian acts as the navigator att~mpting to establish 
orthogonal bearings which are transfonnable onto the librarian's chart 
(index system). The measures that the librarian obtains will not be 
reliable until they produce internally consistant results. The.librarian 
will attempt to develop as many independent lines of approach as are 
necessary to obtain such consistency. The user may be asked what· he 
needs the information for, how certain aspects of his question are re-· 
lated, and so forth. 
The transformation of the defined need into the retrieval system's 
space is· essentially a problem of interpretation. The user's expression i) 
~f l'.l.is need may not be adequately understood by the librarian" (acting as 
-.a;··part of the··information system). The conmrunication·charmel may be 
, . 
faulty either due to noise or to a disparity of idioms between the user 
and the librarian. If the idioms have an insufficient connnon ·basis the 
conversation must be conducted at a more general inguistic level which 
is common to both user and ·librarian and/or the services of an inter-
\ . j 
.•.·; 
.. ·~·· 
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mediary translator must ~e used. In brief,·if the. user's professional ,. 
. 
' 
. jargon is beyond the understan~ng of the librarian, somebody will~ have 
~ to explain it to him. 
/ 
· Giiten that the librarian is able to understand the user's question, 
it is additional.ly" necessary that the ·question be defined with respect 
to the information retrieval system. 
The two definitions of the user's need (his own and the system's) 
i· • do not hav~1;,to be made independently. Assuming that the user approaches 
., 
"' the retrieval system with an insufficiently defined need, both defini-
tions may be derived by the same interactive process. In this way the· 
system can help the user by conc~ntrating on those coordinates whic·h 
are represented in both spaces (or nearly so}. 
The iterative process of defining the user's need should be per-
missive. The librarian should not attempt to force ·the user to ma.ke·or 
reject any definition. This holds even for definitions previously sug-
gested by the user. Any such attempts may thwart the free flow of ideas 
.I" 
coming from the user and hence restrict the development of the most 
satisfactory definition to the user. The user should be permitted t~· 
express a change of mind such that he can steer the librarian towards 
his need. Thi.s change may be a shift in subject area, in emphasis, or 
-in scop.e. This is to say that the negotiation is not viewed here as a 
hierarchical procedure of simply narrowing down th~ space of definition. 
Rather, the process is seen as the identification and development of 
relevant dimensions of thought without regard to any hierarchical 
structure. Figure 1. ii1u·strates, in a two dimensional space, tpe 
changing scope and locus of a µser~s,hypothetical ~xpression of his 
.. 
need· as ··the negotiation develop~. 
l ·., 
- .: . ..,) 
·' 
.,, ..... ,, ., ,-•• ••H•,: .. , ;., ·. 
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. 
. Alternatively, the movement of the user's interes~ _as mapped onto a 
_ hypothetical three term coordinate- ~dex space is illustrated in Figure 2. 
, ..
Notice that· toward the end of the negotiation the user's expressed need 
tends to settle in one- neighborhood and as a result, the distance that the 
user's expressed need shifts on eaclL successive interaction grows shorter. 
A negotiation is considered use.f'ul until it reach,es a point of 
development where further effort becomes uneconomical. That is, the 
negotiation is continued until little more definition of, or change in 
the user's need, is anticipated. 
f ,, 
,, 
The rate of change in the definition of the user's need may be used 
to determine when the conversational strategy should be replaced by the 
search strategy. In this manner we have a formal means of conducting a 
(near) optimum negotiation of- the user's information need. 
) f 
',·-: .. - . : . ·-
. • 11·~ 
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In order to implement_ systematically the interpretation of the 
negotiation of a user's need.as set forth in the first chapter of this 
thesis, several requirements should be considered • 
Since the imple~entation is done by ~eans of a mechanical device, 
' 
. certain restrictions are imposed on the dialogue that takes place be-
JJ 
tween the user and the device.--- Comm.unication will be restricted in both , 
directions to forms that are machine generable and machine analyzable. 
This means that extra-linguistic forms of connn.unication such as facial 
expression, tone of voice, and the like are not utilized.·. It would ,oe 
convenient to imagine a user and a remotely situ~ted reference librarian 
whose only means of communication are teletype machines. This restriction 
alone imposes a burden on the user, who must use a secondary communication 
modality in order to communicate. The user may be · a poor speller or 
typist or,*' both. 
b' 
The pace of the dialogue must be necessarily a bit slower than a 
vocal dialogue because of the physical (not to mention the human) limj ta-
tions on speed of character transmission. Furthermore, each party must 
·., 
wait his turn, as interruptions are not generally permitted. 
\ The ultimate test of an information retrieval procedure is the ex-
tent to which it is used (after the novelty period wears off). This 




' cedures. Its yield on user investment of time, effort, and money,IIDlst 
- ·.'/ 
be more favorable than other means. 
,. In order to accomplish this the user must be met, as far as possible, 
on his own terms. If it were possible to "read" tbe _user's mind by some 
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,, 0 . 
advanced EEG or·other·technique, then this would·be desirable since·it 
. ~uld reduce the ·user's communication effort, however, for the present 
... at least he is required to .type out his responses. 
It is necessary to place the user at e~se in his communication with 
. the reference librarian. The .user is not to be distracted from his ef-
forts in defining this information need. The contusion of a novice 
entering a . system is especially dangerous here. A h~vy usag, of special 
formats and/or codes is to be avoided for this reason. . 1J · 
. 
. i 
·. In brief, the user is to be permitted to use his normal conversa-
tional idiom. The requirements of the Queen I s English ( whatever they 
are) are considered to be too restrictive for these purposes. 
A means for analyzlllg user responses must therefore be provided 
which will be quick, make few errors, and which has great tolerance or 
typ9graphical and spelling errors and of grammatical variations. 
The means by which the system provides feedback and stimulation to 
the user must be sufficiently flexible to allow for a wide variety of 
outputs. The general pattern of these outputs should at least appear . . . l 
. l to be relevant to the pa.r.ticular negotiation in progress. 
Without the appearance of interest from the system, the user may 
. "' q-µickly' feel as t_hqugh _ he is talking to himself alone ( which is really ' ' . ',) . "'c\ -- w 
what he is doing) •---·--Without the sense of an audience, the user may lose 
~ interest in his own talk and attempt to end the negotiation process pre-
maturely. 
In addition to the conversational capabilities a data base is 
necessary·if a negotiation of the user's need is to be meaningful. This 
data base must be ~,epresen~ble in an n-dimensional coorclinate space so· 
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A coordinate indexed collection of about twenty-six. hundred documents 
is maintained at the Center for the Information Sciences (.3). 
ments are indexed with terms .from a list of about 4{:JJ items. 
The docu-
Serial and inverted 'files are presently maintained for experimental 
and reference purposes. A computer search of these files is presently 
cC 
. implemented by."mea.ns of a formal search command which may ,include up -to 
four numbers (representing index terms) which are· combined with the logic 
opera.tors "and", ttnot" and "or". 
-The formality of the present procedure is awkward for a potential 
user because: 1) he may not be able to frame adequately his need in the 
' 
. precise formality required by the system; 2) he may not be sufficiently 
familfctr with the index terms used to index the collection; 3) his need 
may require more than four terms with differing degrees of emphasis on 
different terms; and 4) he may not have an~ priori feel for the contents 
of the collection itself. 
/ 
/ 
An interface is therefore desirable for this collection whereby a ~ 
, 
user can interact with the system on his own. terms. Thus an implementa-
tion of a means to negotiate the user• s need would serve the purposes of 
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., A computer program has been d_eveloped .in order to J)Tovide a dynamic -
basis with which: ·1) to simulate the role of the reference librarian in 
negotiating a user's information need; 2) for patterning more efficient 
.. 
negotiation strategi-es; and, ·3) to" act as a working interface to the 
'. experimental reference retrieval system of the- Center for the Information 
Sciences at Lehigh University**. 
This program, called GRmS 67 (for General Retrieval.-Inquiry 
Negotiation Structure, 1967), is written mainly in FORTRAN II, with 
some details written in VFAP, (Valley Forge Assembly Program). GRINS 
-was ta.ilored specifically for on-line access using a teletype console 
· and the computing facilities available at the Lehigh University' q.omput~g 
Center which include an SK core memory- GE-225 computer with four magnetic 
tape handlers, a disc storage unit and a Datanet-15 data transmission. 
controller (for remote access to the computer), as well as other peri-
pheral input-output equipment. Copies of the CI S system serial. (docu-
~ent) and inverted (index term) files are maintained. as a permanent store 
on disc. In addition a 'public' area is available for temporary storage 
·on disc., 
Because the core memory in this installation is severely limited, 
the program was written as a series .of ten links, chained -together on 
magnetic tape. The links, which are expandable to a total of 63, are 
*p 
. rogram listings are too lengthy for inclusion· in this report. 
"They will be available from the author's files for a period of five years. 
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modularized into functional units as shown in Figtire 3. This modular ... 
. . . 
ization will permit later modifications tit> be made for the improvement 
of GRINS as working experience and experimentation dictate. 
The chaining prqcedure is such that any link can be replaced in core 
. . ~ . 
~ 
by any other link. The common dat~ area,is left unaffected so that data Ji .. . . 
stored by one link may be used by the following links. The following 
link ts designated by the link currently in core memory. The ten links 
used in GRINS are briefly summarized in Figure 4. 
"' 
'• 




















In addition to the permanent disc files mentioned.above, several 
other files are used specifically by GRINS and are transferred from 
magnetic tape to the disc by Init at the start of the program. 
These files include a list of referent terms, a list of basic re-
sponses that GRINS can make, a user information file and a control vector • . 
Each of these files are explained in more detail below. 
Several users may wish to use GRINS at the same time. While one 
user is negotiating his request .·another may. be scanning some materials 
previously suggested to him by the system. 
With GRINS the interaction process need not be restricted to a 
I J 
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.. ·., .:.· Figure 3. GRINS Links -/ 
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Loads GRINS files from tap~ to disc 
(? Identifies user ~ 
Determine conversational mode Print GRINS• sentences 
Analyze user's response 
Check analysis of response Control course of conversation 
Combine results of this and 
\ 
I' 
• previous responses 
~· Test conversation for stationarity 
Form weighted-rank ordered list of documents 
Present some document titles to user 
Say goodby, prepare for next us-er 
or term_i.nate program 
.. Special _link for modifying control 
vector '--













1 EXIT , 
any link 
3 
Figure 4. Functions or GRINS links / ... 
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-· ·single conversation. A user ·may retum as many times as h·e- wishes, to . • i. 
~ 
\ 
. ;. . ·:. 
• 
~ 
continue his searching. Features ~f his previous conversations can be . - . 
saved for him in a user file set aside fo~ the purpose. 
A. Init Link 
I 
• • The Init link is al!ays the first link to be called in GRINS.)?,. The 
current date is typed out on the teletype to document the; conversation, 
followed by a greeting am a request for the user• s name. If this is 
the start of the program, the files mentioned above will be transferred 
from magnetic tape to disc, ani a notice that this is happening is pre-
sented to the user • 
Regardless of whether this is the first or a later call to Init, 
the user• s last name is checked against a. user list of up to thirty-two 
names. If the name appears on this list the Found. link is immediately 
' called to replace Init • 
If the na.me is not located, the user will be told that 
not famjliar. He is then asked if he has used the system before. If 
the user answers "yes", his name is rechecked. If the name· is still 
- unfamjliar to the system the user is asked: 
WHAT DO YOU WANT, MR. ____ ? 
The same title is used for all user's because of the lack of any 
simple method of inferring the user• s se~, marital status or professional · · -
title. 
The Listen link is then called so that GRINS can receive the user•·s 
·first conversational response. 
The identification procedure used here i·s .. embryonic and is currently . 
ju~tified only on ~he basis that the use of an individual's name tends 
. \ 
') 
~:.· . t. -,, ~ •·- -·-· 
I 
....... 1 
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At some later date a brief set of operating instructions may be in-
cluded· here for those who may re~quir_e it. In addition, the' identificatio~ 
procedure can be elaborated upon if necessary for·security purposes. 
At the present time if two users have the same la,st name, one or both 
· · of them must adopt a pseudonym if they are to be distinguished. This is 
particularly pertinent if a user wishes to pick up·his interaction where 
he left off at some previous time. 
B. Found Link 
The Found link is ·called only where a user has been recognized by 
the systemo Currently, this link is ·1argely a dummy. However, som~ of 
the terms that the user bas made use of on previous occasions are loaded -
' 
into a pushdown list for use by the Asker link.,_ This link was formed to \, 
anticipate possible current awareness procedures wlich could be added at II 
;( 
'\ a later date. 
In addition to :including terms ~n the pushdown list, the Found link 
types the .following message to the user: f 
ITS NICE 'ID 'HAVE YOU BACK AGAIN MR. • 
----WHAT DO YOU WANT THIS. Tnm? 
The Listin link is then called to replace this link. 
-C. ·Listen Link 
In order to hold a dialogue with the user in his natural language,, 
it is ne~essary to be able to understand the user's responses in some· 
meaningful way. This requires that some analytic p:rocedure be employed. 
· S~veral approaches are available for this purpose. Those considered 
. ... 
i.: . . ' , I 
~·~ .~_i't. •. Z/ .. , 
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for ams were syntactic analyzers, 
' 
. ~P procedures. - · 
. ( ·. . · . .. .. . . 
. /'' 
. The syntactic approach was, rejected because o! the complexity (if not 
the impossibility) of the task of designing an analyzer that is small 
enough to fit the available computer and at the same time rapid enough to 
analyze user responses within a few seconds. Furthermore, there was little 
-~ guaranty that the user w:1.11· in fact be fonnally grammatical in his con-
. versational idiom. It was not considered desirable to impose such con-
straints on a user when we wish to make him at ease. 
A simple word lookup procedure of matching term stems against words 
in the user response would be inadequate in the present application, be-
··· cause many terms used in the O I S index have· conunon stems and/or are 
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. 
These are four separate index terms used in the C I S system. 1 Also, 
there are many variations possible f~r some terms s~ch as: 
Association for Computing Machinery 
Assno for Comput. Mach. 
-· 
A. C. M. 
ACM 
AC;1 
In addition some terms ma.v appear with inverted orders: 
information seeking 
seeking for inf'ormation 
,Ari1 attempt to include so many variations in a ;list would be ex-
pensive in both file space and in time required to lookup each term. t A 
lookup I stop list I was excluded tor many. of these same reasons. , .., .. 
" 
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A statistical. procedure was considered in which the relative· fre-
quency of alphabetic monograms appearing in index terms divided by the· 
. relative frequency of these same terms in the general· English language 
was· used as a basis ·r·or ~eparating index terms from non-index terms. 
This procedure proved to be quite rapid and conservative of memory space 
. and was able to achieve a 69% separation of the terms. This, however, 
. was not operationally satisfactory ( 4 ) • The use of digrams or trigrams 
would,perhaps, raise the degree of separation to a high enough level but 
many of the problems of the simple lookup procedure would sti] J prevail. 
The compromise solution which has been adopted is a modified lookup 
~ procedure which is capable of matching characters in specified .combina-
tions either within a single user response word or· in a sequence of words. 
The heart of this lookup procedure is a file of referent items 
(Figure 5) which correspond to index terms used in the C I S system. 
' These referent items consist of key alphabetic characters of the index 
terms arranged in order, am., where the characters are not consecutive, 
~ 
an appropriate I oper~,t,or' is placed between them. · For example, A+}!ATA# 
is the referent item for AutoMATA. 
Any word that starts with the character "An and which is later fol-
low~ by the character sequenee_--\1:Mlt'fA" before a space is reached mu· be 
interpreted as "AUT0l1ATA". 
Likewise, LAT.CJ.ii, which is the referent item for "LATent CLass 
analysis 11 , will interpret any consecutive pair of user words that start 
with the characters "LAT" and °CL11 respectively as "LATENT CLASS ANALYSIStt. 
. Another· opera tor occurs in the example, LIB{~ONGR#, in which any. 
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'"LIB" and is inunediately fo.llowed by · ttCONGR" · in the same word or is fol-
lowed within three words by a· word starting with "CONGR11 is recognized as 
being "the LI,Brary of CONGRessn. 
As a further example of the use of this operator, all ·of the follow-
ing will be detect_ed by A*C*M#: 
Association for Conjputing Machinery 
Assn. for Comput. Mach. 
A. C. 1-{. 
ACM 
ACM 
The final operator is a proJci~ ty operator such as occurs in the 
referent item, LANG(ART,SIN,FORM)# which first tests a user response 
? 
-word for the initial characters "!ANG" and then scans the three previous 
and the three following user words for th.e ·initial character sequences 
"ART" then "SYN" and finally "FORM". If any of these are detect'ed, the 
word starting with 11IANG" is understood to mean "ARTificial LANGuage'-'. 
Any of the following would be so detected: 
FORM:ally derived LANGuages 
ARTiticial IANGuage 
a LANGuage that is SYNthetic 
a LANGuage that is FORMa.lized 
a SYNthetic computer generated LANGuage 
Each user word is tested to see if it satisfies any of the referent 
items in its alphabetic subgroup, i.e. those that start with the same 
alphabetic character. 
Each time a satisfactory match is made, the number of the index term 
concerned is added to a hit list. By the end of the analysis of a given 
user response this list represents the computer's immediate interpretation 
of wh~t the user said. The numbers in the hit list are in. the order that 
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' 
user response. · · If this· riumber of: terms is exceeded as the user makes his· · ·~---·. __ :_ 7i,, 
response, he will be interrupted and ··the .. Listen link will call Check as· 
though the user had finished his reply. Except £or the limitations of 
th.e size or the hit list,~the user may use as ;many- lines on the. teletype 
,., paper as he wishes. to make his. response. The end of a response is in-
~ic;ated by a blank line.--. 
In addition to the actu~l lookup procedures, Listen also includes. 
the necessary programming for accepting the user input; for treating words 
that are hyphenated between lines; for organizing words in preparation for 
the lookup procedure; for detecting the end of a response and for detect-
ing a special character which is used to initiate a call to the Now link ' 
for the modification or the control vector. All non-alphanumeric char-
acters except for the hyphen and the._slash are treated as blank ~ces. r 
L. 
The Listen link per.forms its operations at a rate of roughly two 
seconds per line of input. In order to fa~ilitate the requirements of 
the proximity operator, Listen lags behind the user by one to two lines 
in its analysis of his input. 
, The list of referent items is being improved with operational ex-
perience. Listen makes misint'erpretation errors in about 5% of the items 
added to the hit· list. Th:i.s~·,error rate is quite tolerable. Since de-
tected terms are read back to the user as a pa.rt of the conversation, the 
user bas an opportunity to clear up such misunderstandings •. 
_ •• ""'f 
~. The original referent items were formed from C I S index terms with 
the following rules of th1unb in mind: Q; • 
.J 
. 1. Always use the first character of the index term. 
2. Avoid t~e use of vowels as a general rule as they tend 
. ' .. ~,- ... ~ 
.,. ' 
... ~ . ... . ' . . ··----~~-
} 
. / .. 
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to-have low inforIDa.tion value due to their high rate -of occurrence. 
.3. Avoid th·e use of double coi1.sfulants (a source of mis-spellings) • 
4. Select those consonants in a term which· are stressed in the pronunciation of the term. 
5. Use a thesaurus to check referent items for any_ obvious false hits they may eaus,e. 
6. Keep items as short as possible to conserve file space. 
Due to inefficiencies of the program language used and of the size 
of the computer's core memory, some.special assembly language programs 
were required to fit the referent list into memory. The average refer-J' 
ent item has seven characters (including the operators). An average of four computer words is require.a for each referent item. 
In addition to referent items for index terms, there are also 
several referent items for use in detecting affirmative-negative type 
responses. These special referents carry negative •term' numbers and 
hence are easily separable from the regular C I S index term numpers. The numbers for the special referents range :in value from -1., ( "YESt1), 
to -5, (~!NO") • -)'.:'"1hus GRINS is capable of determining the degree of 
_:J negativity of a user's response. 
The hit list also contains the number of hits, including special 
referent items, and the total number of words tested in the user's re-
spon~~· Usually about twenty percent of the· total user ,words are de-.;.,. 
tected as referent items. A new hit list is established for each user / 
response. 
'r, 
,t When the analysis of the user's response is completed the Check 


















D • Check.,,,Mnk 
This link converts the detected iMex terms, if any, from the hii;. 
list assemb:Led by Listen to a vector of term weights. This vector, the 
· response vector, has one element. per .index term and is arranged. in term 
number order so that the value of the nth element always corresponds to 
the weight assigned to the nth t~rm. 
Each index term appearing in the response list is added to a push-
.. 
down list of terms i.f it does not already appear in the list. This list 
is used by Asker as a source of terms to include at insertion points in 
. . . . \ 
sentences to be used as feedback to the user. For example, if, at some 
point in a negotiation, the pushdown list contains the numbers the fol-
0 ' 




~ and the user responds with: 
~ ;. 
--.;;-. 
.\'-: : . 






I WANT INDEXING WITH TITLES AND ABSTRACTS 
the list will be lengthened. by the un:ierlined terms which are detected 
by Listen, (Indexing is already in the list and th8refore will not be 






The ·GRINS reply might be: 
WHY DO YO~ WAl\TT ABS'rRACTS, TITLES AND INDEXING? 
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The ?1Shdown. list is limited ·1n size to sixty-two terms. When this 
. 
. . limit is reached the list is tl'Ul\cated with the older ~f of th·e list/ 
· . being. destroyed. 
' ' . ?he weights assigned to the elements· of the_response_ vector are ob-
tained by taking the square root of their frequency of occurrence in the · 
user response. When a term has not been used, the weight of its cor-
responding element will equal zero. Thus, for the first .mention of a 
term in the user response, it gets a weight of 1.0. With each succeed-
ing .usage the term receives a successively smaller additional weight in-
crement. 
If the.hit list did not contain any index term numbers but did con-
tain one or more negative-affirmative responses, the average number of 
such responses is calculated. The Check link thus determines the quality 
of the user response. There are four such qualities possible: 
• 
1. No usable terms detected ( the hit list is empty). 
2. There were no index terms detected and the average 
of the special referents is negative. 
3. There were no index terms dete~ted anq the average 
of the special referents is affirmative. 
4. -At least one index term was detected. 
The Check link uses the current conversation mode and the quality of the 
response obtained from the user to determine which link to call next. 
'~ ,,-• 
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Figure 6. Decision Structure for the Next Link J\fter the Check Link 
E. · Asocat Link 
The Asoca.t link serves to integrate the response vector established 
IJ 
4 
. by Check with a search sepcification vector. The search specification 
organization is identical with that of_ the. response vector. The specifica-
tion represents a mapping of th~ user's expressed need with-respect to the 
-,,,,r'. 
coordinates of the CI S document collection. 
The weights of the response vector are first normalized to a maxi-
mum value of 1.0 by dividing each weight by the highest weight in the 
vector. 
The response vector is· then added to the search specification vector. 
This vector sum is again normalized to a maximum value of 1.0. 
The difference between the previous and current search specifications 
is calculated by: 
. , .. ~ 
. ; 
---- '-·~--------~---~.--·· ---- - -· ----------·· 
n 
L 
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• I •.•••. ' 
where:. n -is the number of index coordinates in the vector 
N is the number of elements with a value greater than zero 
. .. 
" s0i is an element of the,_.previous specification 
s11 .is an element of the current specification. 
This difference is interpreted as the degree of change, or as the 
distance that-the user's expression of his need has shifted as a result. 
of his latest response. It is characteristic of this measure that it 
generally decreases toward an asymptote with each succeeding interaction 
_as the user• s definition of his need stabilizes (Figure 7). If, however, 
the user leaps to a different subject area the measure will increase in 
value. The asymptotic level that the difference measure tends toward re-
nects the degree of generality of the user's expressed need. It is a 
measure of the size of the neighborhood of the user's interest. 
The rate of change of this difference measure thus reflects the 
stability of the user's expression of his need (Figure 8). When the 
average rat.e of change reaches a minimum threshold value further negotia-
'J tion at this (conversational) level ·promises little in the way of better 
definition of the user's need. Hence, at this point ~other strategy, 
the actual search in this case, will be adopted. ~ 
The rate of change is computed as the difference between two, 
two-point mo:ving averages of the difference between the old and new 




--------~ ·---~ ---------------------·-:tr·---the user's eJC'.Pression of his need has stabilized, the Search 
link will be·called, otherwise the negotiation will be continued. by ~ 
. 
·- ·1;_ I . 
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1 2 3 
INTERACTIONS 
4 
The Shift of the User• s Expressed Interest as a 
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INTERACTIONS 
Change in shift of-:the. Us<er' s Expressed Interest Function. of the N11mber of Interactions_£or Three ~Negotiations,_ --··- ·-~c_ 
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-
.· -~ The Asker ·1ink serves to present feedback to the user. There are a 
.. r hundred basic sentences which are divided into ten sets of ten each, as 
shown in Figure 9. Each set of sentences is designed for a separate mode _____ , ______ · 
of conversation. A description of the ten modes appears in Figure 10. 
Many of the basic sentences may have up to three words ~r phrases ./ 
·• 
inserted in them when they are presented to the use:r. For example, one 
. such basic sentence is: 
HOW. IS /· RELATED TO /? 
The slashes are the index term or phrase insertion points, for example., 
'~ 
•\ if the numoers for the terms Recognition and Psychology appear at the 
top of the pushdown list and the above sentence were selected it would be 
typed out as follows: 
HOW IS ROOOGNITION RELA. 'fflJ TO PSYCHOLOGY? 
The inserted words or noun phrases are obtained f'rom the top of. a push-
\, 
down list of term numbers which are identified with previous responses 
·-
tha t the user has given and which correspond to those which the Listen 
ljpk has recognized as CI S index terms. This procedure permits in 
excess of 900 million unique sentences or questions to sti.Im1J ate the 
, . 




---- .-----.-~ __ .__ ----------- -
. . 
Ini tiaJ ly the pushdown list will be empty so· that none of the :in-. 
· sertable sentences will be utilized 1.mtil such ,time as the pushdown list 
contains sufficient terms to fill the sentence. As each term is used it 
is removed from the pushdown list. No term may appear twice at one time 




















. MODI: 1 
J 
-~HAT DO YOU WANT_ .. COULD YOU CLAHJFY THAT· T~ATS NOT CLEAR TO ME, PLEASE REPHRASE IT, -PLEASE CONTINUE. 
. 
·NOW,. TELL ~H: AGAIN WHAT YOU AHE LOOKING F90R. 1 00\IT U\tlJERSTANO- WHAT yOU HAVE SAIU, PLEASE MEPEAT, 1 oo~T UNllEHSTAND, PLEASE ~AV 11 MORE CLEARLY, TE:LL ME "'illRt:. 
' .. ; 
A T TH I S PO I NT W HA T YO I J A.HE SAY I NG I S UNCLEAR 1" 0 ~ ·~ E , SU hi U µ , WMAT EL5E 
M .0 (') t::: 2 
w ... AT I S / R..: LATE n TO 
__ .. - -~--- --·· ----- ... -·------- ... --,------ --- --- - . ----~ , 
"r, 
- . I;; 
. .. - --------
---~- - - -- ---------·------ --I SE E , . v OU WAN i. SO MET ~f 1 NG IJ EA L J NG W I TH I • AM l H I G H T CAN YOU SAY MORE ABOUT/ ~ 
WHAT ABOU r / 
WHY Is ·/, INTEREST I ~G ro YOU 010 Yl)U ~t::AN TO SAY/ WHY P~EASE A~PLIFY ON/, 
I UN Of! RS T A ~ u THE - / - , w t1A T ELSE T- ~ L L r~ E M l > ~ t: A 8 0 U T / , . 
WOULD I 88 AN APP~OPRIATE INTERPRETATION or· WHAT YOU WANT ' • 
MOOE 3 
0'<, I HAVt: /AND/, W·•AT ELSE 
riOW .IS / HELATED TO / 
'41'iAT IS T1~~ ~ELATION ·lf:TWEf:N / AND I HOW ARE/ ANO I CO~NEaTen 
H O W A~ E / A ND I A S SOC I A··T E D DO YOU ME~~ I OR I 
W~AT DOES I HAVE TO D·l WITH/ YOU WANT/ WlTH lo RI1MT 
COUL-0 · YOU EXPAND 0~. T1fE RELATION ~ET WEEN / AND I IS IT CORHECT FOR \lE TO ASSOCIATE / WITH./ 
MoDt: 4 
~~IC~ OF THE VOLLOWIN~ MEETS YOUR ~EED ~ETT~R- I, I OH/ Y OU A PP E A ~ T O WA N T SO ·1 E TH I N.l1 A R l) U 1~ 0 / , / , A ND I , R I G H T MAY WHAT YOU WANT 9E ;)ESCfilAED AS /, / OR / W OU L O YO U 3 EL I E V E I O ·~ I 
M Y U ~ f) ER S T A N D ·I NG I S T ~ 4 T Y OU W ANT / W l T H / AN lJ / , R 1 G HT DO /, I ArAD I TEND TO DESCHI8E WHAT YOU WA~T YOU WANT / AND/ WITH / 0 AM 1· RIG~T 
w HY QI D V l} LJ INDICATE I 
W ~ A T I S T ~ E CONN EC T. J O -j RE ,: w E f;_.N· l .. AN D / G l v-e N A-- C H"O I ~ E 8 ET W"E"E ~ / , / A 'ND / , W H I CH DO YOU PREF E H 
MODl~ 5 
IS/ ~ORE A~PHO.PRIATE THAN/ 
Wr,~ T ·no VlJu WANT / FO~ 
' 
- A 
wrtY I AND I 
l C A \J .N O T S t: E W H A T / ~ A S T O DO W I r H / , ~ L E A SE E X Pl. A I N • 
- W ~A r' -1) 0 YO U NEED I · r O ~ 
, 11 w~ Y D o· V OU W A N T / " / t\ N n I 
. I ~ W 1-t A T CO I\J T EX T U A L. A RE A A R E YOU GO I NG TO A ~PL ·y I AND / W~AT ARF YOU GOING TO USE•/• AND•/• Fn~ , W M E R E ·o O , Y O U W I SH i O !\ PPL V • / 'fl A N O • / ., FOR WHAT' APPLICATION 1)0 YOU WANT· o/a/) m/. ANO·~,-
'· Figure 9-·. Basic Asker ResponsJes 
' -
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ARE YOU PlJTf lNG ME ON··.. ··- . . - f 
DO VDtJ REALLY. THINI( T~AT T-HAT IS IN MY· COLLECT IO"·. , · 1 
-~MAT ELSE 00 YOU WANT ; 
WMAT F.LSE OU YOU WANT RESIDES/ 
· I KN D l~ TH I S T A KE S T X M ~ 0 PLEA SE BE - fJ A T I E \J T ANO T ~ Y AG A I N • 
lM NO'T ALL THAT SM&d~r O AIVE · xr· TO ME AGAIN, 
p~~ASE REl-lHHASE vou~ ~R(HiLEM O 
CHEER _UP TH I NGS COULD ~1. B~ ALL THAT BAD, • • , OR ARE -THEY 
A R i Y OU · C U ~ F U S E D O ~ I r.; l T .. J4 F. 




01\ SO FAR - - -. ------·---·----~------·--- - -·- ~--- ·---·- -._:..-~-: .. --- . ....... --~ ...... _·'___,_ __ ·_ .\ ... --- -~- -----· -·--·:-
.i 
ARE THE~E .OK . 
ARE TH~SE WHAT YOU WA~T 
0 0 T HE A 1ltl-Vt: SE t: t.1 T O rJ OVER W HA T YOU WANT 
DO T ~ F. SF. F' I T YOUR f\J EE 1  
ARE THESE OK 
H (I W A ~4: wt: -D O X N G 
D 0. T HE SE S EI: M TO B E A :.1 E QUA TE 
A~E WF. ON THE RIGHT T~ACK 
01< · THUS. F"/\R 
MODt 8 , 
00 YOU WAf~T t.iORE DOCU·~ENTS 
WANT MORE 
M O RE I) 0 C U 1~ EN T S 
MORE OF THE SAME 
DO YOU WISH ANY MO~E . 
HOW 'AHOUT SOME MORE DOCUMENTS 
S ~ A L L I C O \J T I N U E G I V I ;~ G YO U THE SF. . 
WANT SOME ~ORE 
wOULD YOU LIK~ A~OTHE~ BATCH 
00 YOU WAl~T SOME MORE 
MnD~ 9 j 
DO YOU WISH TO TELL M':: MORE 
WcLL THE~, SHALL WE T~LK MORE 
S~ALL W~ CONTINUE OUR DISCUSSION 
wOULO YOU L l t<-t: TO MOO t r:'V VOUH R~UIJEST 
.SMALL WE CONTINUE TAL~XNG 
,": 
0~ THEN wUULD YOU CARE TO H~PHRAS6 YOUR R~JUEST 
· T11EN WOIJLil YOU LIKE. T·J· SAY MORE --
/ -
·...:..,, 
, . ·· - · THEN WOIJLIJ YOU Li KE Tf'J GI VE ME A F'URTHEH I DEA 
~~~-~~~~1~"=~:~~:·:· -~~=::.~.:~~t~~\,~';:~;~~~;'~~./Li · 0 I s_c ~? S f- ·f I S SOME M OR.E • .0 K . 
· . ~··· - · P E RM A ? S Y t J U ~ 0 ~ L D . L I K t: T O -S A Y S OM E T H I NG F. L SE 
.-
.. 
---------- - -· ···-
MODt: 10 
·ARE YOU Tt~Y I Nt, TO TELL MF. SOMETHING 
ARE Y'JU Rt:STA TI NG YOU·t PROBLEM 
C A N Y i) U D l RE C T M·E W I T , ~ Rt S PE 'C T TO T HE A B O V E 
W~ERE~SHALL WE GO ~ROi HEH~ 
Y OU C 4~ T A \I S W E R W I T H \ S I M PL E YE S O R f ~ 0 , C A N Y OU 
I M N O T S UH E T HA T ·x UN ,"J c RS T CJ OD YOU HE F ORE • PLEA S l: SA Y A GA I N • 
BE PATIEf\JTo NOWo PLEA"iE REWRITE THATo _IT MAY H~L" ME, 
P L. E A S E D O I J T R U SH M E o o O . o N O vd 1 E b L. M E A G A I N o 
T~IS CONrUSES MEo PLE~SE TRV TO CL~AR Me UPo · 
Y ;) U A ~ E ,HJ T GE T T I N G A r1 CR O $ S TO ME VE R V ~J EL L · BU T ~ E F. P GO I NG , 
'Figure 9 (Cont'd.) Basic Askir Responses 
-=-· ., . 
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5 + .. 
Conditions 
7 After a "Dump" 
8 A~er Affirmative 
response to 7 
9 




(no term detected) 
• 
10 Term detected after 
Modes 7-9 
" J." .. , ' 
I 
Form of Computer• s Response 
General context free response (i.e. w/o · 
inserts) to generate a point of departure 
One term response 
• 
'l'wo term response 
Three_ term response 
~ 
To generate related 
terms ·--to provide 
additional dimen-
sions of reference 
Response to probe nWHY? n for background 
associations and to make user think 
Mood breaking response - to get user to 
relax, reflect, think more broadly, etc. 
Response 
' 
11DOOUMENTS OK? II 
''MORE DOCUMENl'S?" 
"MORE TALK? u 
'·· 
"YOUR AN_SWER IS LARGER '!HAN MY QUESTION-
. ARE YOU RESTATING YOUR QUESTION?" 
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the most· recently identified terms are used first, thus keeping the con-
versation as up to date as consistent with a productive conversation. 
The pushdown list functions in a similar manner to one described. for the 
ELIZA system at MIT ( 5). 
The mode of the sentence to be presented to the user is determined 
by Asker on the basis of the type of (a) response last obtained from the 
user, (b) whether that response followed a listing of documents, (c) the 
size of the pushdown list and (d) the previous mode. The detailed 
q 
decisi~n structure for mode selection is given in Figure ll. 
Once a new mode has been selected, one of the ten sentences for the 
mode is selected,;. at random ( via a random number generator) and is pre-
sented to the user together with the appropriate terms corresponding to 
n1Jmbers obtained .from the top of the pushdown list. 
G. Search Link 
The search is implemented by forming a "document array" which is 
effectively an arrey with an element for e~ch d<>Cument in the C I S 
collection. Actually., the document array is broken into· segments of 
704 documents each, because of the limited size of core memory. Each 
segment is assembled individually and stored on disc. Presently, four_-··--· ... _ 
~ ... -,·- .. . .. -• ., --
- • -r ~ ,, ·-' 
such segments are required but the nwnber may easily be expanded by 
modifying the control vector .. accordingly._ 
& 
The inverted file entry is obtained from disc for each term whose 




I mum threshold v~lue. The weight assigned to the term is modified to re-
fiect its information theoretical value wl th respect to the C I S 
J 
.. 
·ilf , .. ; 
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-t;.~:~~~~-,~ ~  
·eoil~:ction and then· added algebraically to -the . elements of the document·· 
array that correspond to documents indexed by the term. In this manner 
weights are acc1mn1]ated for each document .in the collection in proportion 
to· the extent that they corr~spond to t~e search specification vector. 













. into a document output list in rank o:rder of their accumulated t1eights ... -·--:~ --- ---- .. · ~ - ~ •• ,..; __ ,;· __ ,;_,_ .......... 4 _____ --·- --------·-~-----·· -
·.·' 
'.'I 
This is accomplished by means of a string processor. A typical distri-
bution of these 1-1eights is given in Figure 12. 
The search specification vector is then set to zero in preparation 
for any later renegotiation. 
.. 
The ordered document output list of the sixty-three best documents 
i~ then st,ored for access by the Ihunp ~nk. The document search is then 
complete. 
The Dum.E link is then called • 
• 
The Dump link is first called by the Search link in order to print 
out the ra~k-orde~, document number, accumulated doc;ument weight, author, .' 
title, bibliographic information and location of the highest four docu-
ments on the document output list created by the Search link, which the 
user has not yet had presented to him during_.th:i.s .. _ encounter with .GRIN.S-. .. - -- - .. - -- ·- -• ·-·- -·-·' 
. 
In the case where a search is ma.de on the renegotiation of a question, 
a new s,earch will often result in some docum~nts ·that the user has already 
had presented . to him. In this case only the rank-order, document number, 
and document weight together wi1* a "SEE ABOVE" message are presented in 
order to save time. 
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.. search, f_?ur more documents are .obtained from succeeding positions of the 
·, 
output list ~d are presented to the user in the same manner. 
In the case where the output list of dc,cuments is exhaus_ted, the user 
I 
I is so informed and GRINS reverts back to ,,the conversation modes for .further 
negotiation. -
The Asker link is called after four additional new documents have been 
·listed __ (iri addition to any number ~f 11SEE ABOVE" entries.). The· user is 
first asked (mode -7) if the documents appear to be what the user wants and 
then, if so, does the user wish more (mode 8). If not, the user is in-
vit~ to renegotiate the question (mode 9). If the user declines this • in-
,-:._ 
vitation, · the Termin link is called. The foregoing sequences are il-
lustrated in block diagram form in Figure 13 and in the sample copy of a 
negotiation in the Appendix. 
I. Te:rmin Link 
This link serves to terminate or suspend interaction ~ th the current 
user and to initiate contact with another user or to end the program, ;;:;.-
The current user is askei if 'his'' name should be saved. If the answer 
is yes, the user's name and up to fifteen term numbers from the pushdown 
list are stored in an appropriate section of the user file on dis.c. 
The user is then asked if there is anyone else who wishes to use the 
sy-stem. If there is, GRINS says to put him on, says good-by to the pre-
. ,> 
sent user, and reminds him to log his call. Then the Init link is called. 
If no more users are waiting, the Tennin link copies the user file 
from disc and a control vector from core memory to magnetic tape.· All' 
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"Want more documents?" -
No 
Mode 9 
"Want to tlalk more?" 
No 
Termin 
"Any more users?" 
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J. · Now Link 
.. 
'·'!, - .• 
,. 
· This link is not usM in the normal operation of GRINS. Its purpose 
is _~to off;,er a_mea.ns of observing and modifying element,s of. the control 
vector. 
· This vector consists of twenty-six elements stored at the top of the 
.. common area of core memory. These elements contain thresholds, a random 
.'¥ 
. i 
number generator starter, array sizes, and the like. The entire control 
vector is the only array that remains intact ·throughout all the links of· 
GRINS and hence is often used to store arguments from ~ne link to another. 
The Now link asks the experimenter which control element he desires 
· to see. Upon being specified, the value of the element is printed in 
decimal integer, octal integer, and alphabetic formats. 
·The experimenter then -is ·given the opportunity to modify this element, 
J 
see another element or to call in another 'link. r, 
· One of the control elements contains the usual link that follows Now. 
The experimenter may elect to go to this link or he may designate any 
other link. 
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IV. Evaluation·· and Comments 
'"O .,. • •• 
GRINS has not had sufficient use·on the basis or which to make an 
exhaustive analysis. However, the structure as described in Chapter III 
has certain features that warrant comment. 
Any analysis of GRINS' effectiveness must ta}{e its dynam.ic. behavior 





. ..... ' .... 
,,, 
:·-.:.__~--'--'--.. -~-----··as those examined in the Cranfield project (6) and GRINS is like the dif-
t· 
·'· 
.terence between a ballis~i~ atld a guided missile. )I,, In the first case a 
rather intense amount of effort must be coi;tcentrated into aiming the 
missile. before the shoot, while in the second case less intense but 
adequate inflight corrections may be made to insure a hit. 
GRINS meets the criteria specified in Chapter II. · A /user can satis-
factorily negotiate a document se~rch in his conversational idiom with a 
minimum of instruction or format restriction. The resulting searches ap-
pear to be appropriate to the requests. 
From the user• s point of view GRINS is far more convenient than any 
of the existing C I S retrieval procedures. Because of the time required 
to negotiate the user's question and the type of search procedure em-
ployed in GRINS, the program is slot1er than the C I S • Boolean' disc 
search program which starts to list documents almost immediately after 
a search command is ma.de. · 
The rank-ordered -out),ut of GRINS is generally preferable to the 
accession-number-ordered listing obtained by present met~ods because the 
user has more f'lexibili ty in d.etermining the size of the"~·listing he has 
. 
. 
requested. Within whatever size listing. the us~r does get, the listing 
-gi:\!es him those documents first which are determin.ed to be most appropriate. 
" ~ ·-····· ,,,'·---,~·-"'q-···. -· .. -.- ,_. ···---··· .... ·,-· ··--.·! ·.-. 
. 
. 
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I', 
. ~ 
The GRINS .search makes· discri.injnations among documents obtained in ·a 
.. search ·whereas the I Boolean I search does not. 
·' 
· U.sing the present version of GRINS it ii9 not possible to make. a . 
search on the basis of .the date of publication or author names. In the 
future a special referent could be structured to detect a dat.e in the 
\ . . 
. .. 
·~· 
user's respon·se by looking for a four character "word" starting with : '1 
19??. 
-
When such a word is detected its proximity may be scanned for 
I 
such terms as "before" or ''since". If such temporal modifiers are de-
tected a special search subroutine could be utilized to limit the search 
accordingly. 
The problem of s·earching on the basis of an author's name is 
~ essentially a problem of detennining that such a request is being made 
by the user.· Since it is undesirable to make the user conform to a 
restrictive format, special procedures would be neces·sa.ry to detect forms 
such as "written by "and the like. 
--
Both the prime author's last name and the date of publication are 
format controlled and hence searchable in the O I S collection. 
The Listen link in its current form cannot detect a negatt ve re-
quest such as occurs in the user sentence: 
I WANT SOMETHING ON Al)TO!vIATA BUT NOT COMPUTERS. C . 
. , 
This stands as a major weakness in the ability of the present system 
to undertake a meaningful dialogue. This will be particularly true where 
• 
the Listen .link mak~ a_,false· "hit". When such a false hit is fed back . ": , \ . . - ~ - 1 
. 
. to the user, he, the user, should be able to make a direct, negative, 
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. ,, .~ 
This capabilit~ s_hould be attainable through a. redesign or ·Listen. 
Th.ere are many'ways of negating an idea, or the symbol (term) that denotes 




ami.ned to see·if certain word patterns charaeteristicalzy occur in. them. 
( 
· · If' such word patterns can be i'ound '2d if they dependably denote a re-
·-·---·-·- ~ -· -~-- - - ·-.-· ..... - ~ ~ --- -
c.'I) 
1 
. jection of terms which fall consfs:,iently in the same syntactic locations, 
I 
I 
then a means to detect such patterns may be incorpor~ted into Listen. 
If the negative request can be identified, the remainder of the 
system can adequately handle negative weights in the response and search 
specification vectors as well as in the document arr~. 
'. 
Since the current analysis of the user• s response is not too sophis-
ticated it is possible for an inquirer experienced in the system to adopt 
.,, 
a sort of teletype shorthand which is compatible with the referent items. 
Hence, for those with experjence, the effort required'\to conmmnicate with 
GRINS may Ji"'e reduced. 
- ·~~ ..... \ 
GRINS (or any other system) will only function as well as ·the quality 
,.. 
of indexing of the collection to which it is applie:l permits. The C I S 
collection is currently manually ind·exed by graduate students and suffers 
by all that is implied by manual indexing. Different indexers will index 
the same document differently and the same indexer will index the same 
document differently at different times. As an example of this, one docu-
ment was discovered to be mistakenly included in the C I S collection 
twice. The document was indexed twice by the same person within a few 
weeks, each time eight index terms were used,. Of these eight terms only 
four were used twice (~d these four appeared in the title of the document.)~ 
It is felt that many terms are neglected because the indexer just does not 
. ·11 
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· Until such a time/ that some economical and reliable form of automatic -
.. - . ' 
. 
\• t ,. 
. ,· . 
indexing is adopted, the system· will require manual indexing. 
,, 
The Listen link, with or without an add~)associativity feature, can 





· be used_ as an aid to manual indexing. The procedure here would requi~e 
that new document titles"be first introduced into the serial file without· 
indexing, then the Listen link (or a modifieg.c,.version of it) would be used 
·--------------------~-------- ... ------------~- ·-·------------~-----'-!(. ------~---
to scari. the titles of these new. documents • 
.r All terms in the titles that correspond to index terms would be listed 
..... for th"e indexer's consideration. If associativity is used, then associated 
' :: 
- ·- - ~ 
] ·-: . ~-l 
i' 
'" 
terms can also be presented to the indexer. The indexer then may choose 
among these terms '-'and add more as he sees fit. 
_. Like1se, when new terms are added to the inverted file, the existing 
document listings may be scanned by Listen in order to locate old docu-
ments that might be addi ti anally indexed by the new term. · 
An associa-ti vi ty technique has been designed, although· as yet it has 
not been implemented. With this technique additional terms are added to 
those.detected in the user response. 
The weights of the additional terms are computed· on the basis of the 
I 
weight assigned to the user's term.in the response vector and on the pro-
portion of times that the associated term co-occurs.with the user's term: 
; 
T .. 
A. = R. x 1J 
J i T. 
1 
where: ·R:i_ is th~ weight of .. the ith ,element of the res'ponse vecto·r 
,· 
Tij is the frequency of co-occurrence of terms i am j 
Ti is the frequency of occurre~ce of term i 
Aj is the weight assigned to a~socia ted term j 
~- ·-
.. -. -. ' -----·-.-----:---'--"----~-~-----------L----------~--'--'----'-:'-'----:-----"--'------'----'....:-..c_-"-----"---:--
. l 
;;, .. 
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· · Roughly five ,seconds are required to form each file entry." Hence, 
it would- be advantageous to· create and maintain a pre-computed file of 
associations. . 
In actual practice an asso(?iativity file will be stored. on disc with 
• 
a record .for each term. - . The numbers of the inost highly associated terms 
and their respective associativity factors will be stored in this record. 
The additional time estimated for_ the associativity, using pre--
computed associ~tions will be on the order of 0.2 seconds per t~rm. ,The 
time required for a search will increase by a factor of four due to_ the 
additional terms generated unless higher search thresholds are used. 
As was mentioned previously, GRINS has been applied to a collection 
of twenty-six hundred documents. The time required to search the col-
lection is increased by about four additional seconds per additional term 
with a weight above the threshold used in the search specification due to 
the fact that each term record lID.lst be obtained enee for eaeh segment -o~~-~r ---~-----------
the document array. The use of a higher threshold will, therefore, shorten 
the search __ time. It may be useful in this respect to develop an algorithm 
. .:r 
~ to compute an optimal thre$hold on the basis of the distribution of weights 
in the search specifications. · Since the search·· specification is normal-
ized such an adjustable threshold may not be worthwhile. 
The search speed may obviously be increased by the- use of a more 
rapid computer installation, by more efficient programnrlng and most dra-
' 
matically by an increased size of core memory. If a 16K core memory were 
available :for the existing program for example, each segment cotu.d be in- · •? 
creased to handle over forty-eight hundred documents and the search rate 
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An additional alternative,, which may prove necessary for· very large· 
collections (in· excess -· 0f a hundred thousand d,ocuments.) would be to in-
•' 
troduce an intermediate level of searching ,between the conversation and 
~ ' 
the actual search levels. This intermediate level might be structured as 
' 
a pseudo-documen.t level in which statistically derived document clusters 
are examined prior to the real search of the documents, in order to search 
only those documents that appear in the more fruitful clusters. 
The current version of GRINS is expensive to operate. A typicdl 
negotiation requires twenty or ~more minutes at a current computer time 
charge of $50 per hour. About eighty per cent of this time is taken by 
the user in making his-responses. 
Any new system must prove its economic worth if it is to be accepted 
as a real working tool. In this sense an interface system such as GRINS 
., must be economically acceptable to both the individual user (whose eco-
\ . 
nomics concern time, effort, or expense) and to -~-h~~ administ~a.~e>r who. must _ -~--·. 
--- -- - - . - - - ·- ----···-~ -~-- ... - ----· - -- -·· -· --- . ···--·,----- -·----------~--'--~--~~ 
show someone that his money is being well spent. 
(ti: 
The GRINS structu~e is only economically justified where a sufficient-
ly large document collection, user population, and time-sharing computer 
facility are available. 
' . Assuming that an economically satisfactory environment is established 
·--
... for GRINS, the structure may be extended to include a current awareness 
.' 
•. 
or S.D.I. capability for the known user population. A procedure for de-
termining a user's interest with re5tect to the scope of the collection 
should be simple to devise. Such a' capability could be added as an ex-
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Two actual encounters w.ith GRINS are· demonstrated here. The first 
· -was- conducted by the· author, the second by a graduate student in the 
. 
. Business College at Lehigh. This student's ·name has· been·. changed here -to 
. I 





··-- ------~-·.-- ---: --------- . 
• 1 
All the- remaining lines are generated by GRINS. 
~· 
«+' The user file uset;i for this demonstration was new so that neither 
the name "Green" nor the name "Smith" were familiar t9 the system. 
Initially, after determ:ining Green's name, GRINS loads files from 
ma.gn.etic tape (#IR-4, ·created on Sept. 6, 1967) to the di_~~ unit. 
_Following this, GRINS attempts to locate Green's name in its files • 
. , 
Since ~he name isn't there, GRINS checks to see if it should be by asking, 
"HAVE \iE :t,1ET BEFORE?" ~ If Green had answered "YES 11 to the query, the 
system would ask for his name---again--and--Teeheck the ·files·;~~-~---------
At this point the actual nego~iation starts.· Notice that, as the 
negotiation develop·s, more and more information is obtained by GRINS. 
By the fifth interaction the user is largely repeating himself. His 
definition of his need h.as stabilized and so a search of the C I S 
document collection is made. 
i From the best four documents obtained in this search, it appears that 
,,;. 
the system has misinterpreted Green I s use of the word negotiatio11 (which 
is, translated directly into the index term conference by the· system). In 
the CI S collection the term conference is used to refer to mean a meet~ 
' 
. ing of a professional group rather than a mediation. The second, third 
and fourth docum.en ts listed are inappropriate to Green's needs as a -result 
of.this error. 
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1 
Green renegotiated his question upon determining the misinterpreta-i.?, 
• 
tions ·made by the system. The result of this second negotiation is shown 
.., 
/ . 
-on the succeeding page. 
'.:titt. Although Gr·een was satisfied with the new search, he did not request 
additional. do~µments and he did not wish to renegotiate his need so his 
....... 
interaction with GRINS was terminated • 
- - - .... --- --~-·- - ~--... ~-. - .. ----~-. .. -




system reinitialized itself in order to greet him. This time, since the 
· files are already stored in their proper place, the system proceeds 
directly to identify the new user, Smith. 
It is emphasized that Smith's interests do not overlap the contents 
of the C I S collection very much. His example is used here as a sort of 
'worst case' to show that GRINS can work even with a novice who wants 
,something that i.s not represented in the document collection. 
The only instructions given to Smith were to repeat grossly mis-
spelled words, to hyphenate words when necessary at the end of a line, 
' 
· how to .. end a line, how to end a response, and to wait at the start of 
. . .. n 
each line until the questi;on mark is printed. · 
The difficulty that a .novice can have is evident from the extensive 
,. 
mistypings that appear in Smith's responses. The structure of GRINS is 
such that such errorB· can be tolerated, 
With the exception of the first document, all of the documents i-e- , 
-. 
trieved and presented to Mr. Smith are indexed by the term business. The 
second document was also ind~xed by system. The first document retrieved 
for Smith ·r~presents an error caused by the detection of ACl.f in. his last 
response before the search: 
NO. LET ME TRY AGA:IN. CAN YOU TF:T.r, ME i • •• 
- - -
~------,.----·--·--.. -·---. . 
. ,. 
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~-
The term ACM is currently used only once in the. sys.teni, hence, its 
.,.,r') information value is ~.mal., and in this example, sufficient to put this 
document at the top of the list. This error exemplifies the need for veey 
careful design of referent list items. 
In thi.s example information- that is riot rep~esented in the C .,I S 
collection is_-requested. In this case GRINS presents th_e clos.est docu-
... . 
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, SF:~ '·"" ~7 
HF:LLO. THIS IS GRINS. 
·wH~ T IS YOUR~ NAMF:? 
?J S GKF:gN 
') ' • 
. PLF:Asr;: WAIT A F"EW :-1 I N'U TF: S 
Mfi::V,0 .~Y LOAnFn F" RO:vl S~P Ai; 




'.-J r;: ~F: T tlF:F'O ~J.-:? 
- <J 
F"OR MF: TO 
1,1 TAPE 
TO MF: M.R• 








-?-I ,,J0:1i_n LIKF: SO~F: INF"OK~ATlON A~OUT ,>eiA~ iwtACHlNE INTEHACTION 
') 
• 
1)0 YO lJ MF: ~.\J MACH IN~ 0 R MAN-MACH IN~? 
11 ~~A~ ~ACH1N~S TH~T INTf~F"ACE WITH M~N. I AM 
. /" 
? TH i.: N ~: r, 0 T I AT ION O F" I J Si;: ~ · 1~ lJ F.: ST I () ~ S BY ~ F:fi F.: Rf: N CF.: 
?s1:v;11L4TI0,\JS JF" THIS PROCF.:DIJ~i;: ay .CO:vlPUTF:RS 
? 
. 
CO i\J CE RN ED W 1 TH 
LI ~ RA RI AN S AND 
u 
no C,J iViPI f Tr;: I~. s I~., UL AT I JN AN n LI BR ARY TF:i'J D TO flF.: SCR I aF: WHAT 
YOll ~·I.ANT? .. ,, 
0}YKS • .'.'llfT I A,"1. COi\JCF:RN~Q \.J-l TH THF.:I R F:FF"ECTS J,\J Tri!!: IJSF.:-R OF THF:,'¥1. 
1
,•{-rfY tl·J Y,Jll_ '.~ANT F:l-F'I·Clf..\JCY., ,~EF''-:R,.~NCF.: AND t~Uf.~STI.ONS? ·. 
'?YJ1J AS51JMF. THi;: F'ORMF.R, BUT YuU AR,.: CORRF:CT. I AM BUILOINr, A . 
?DF:.,!I'CF. .;aJH.lCH I rlOPF: 1 • .JILL r3s;: l\aLF. TO SIMlJLAT~: frlE Nfi:{iJ r1 IAT Ill~ 
?? .~)·CF. 3f; fH•: T' . .J r~::'J I l Sf~ S ~\JI) l i'JF'·) K~ AT I JN SP~: CI AL; I !>TS. 
,. 
··, 
~L~A S"~ i~"~ PH RASF: Y·) UR P ~O dL 1o~:v1. 
··"· 
?Glv .. : .. ~~ r~r.-:rF.t~F.NCr;:s T·J WOHi< IJQNE IN _THt-: ARF:A Or ·~U,.:sriuN ,\J~:GOTIA.-
? TI'.) .\J t> Kt) CF IJ l J ~ft: !:j., !\Gu~ ~N TAT I O:\J· ~ AN n .u R Sl.~ u'L.A tI JN Or TH F: SE AND 




.r1 .:-:i .. :A{C.H · .1 s >.J·J~~ ~·~I(iti :ii:A'1.>F: o:,~ rri~ cJs o.ocu,~rF:,,rr cvLLFo:cr1oi'f r~: 
LO (;/\T ~:: J.)._JCl,J;vjFN T:~ r•f~:T .~-8 s·:r ,fir t :'l'0 lJR. 1\J:F:'F:Q •. -~ 
.... 
THF; :D1) ~ 1 J,V, r;:;~-r :;· 'CL:<) jF: 5.r T J Y.J fH~ ~ r;; -~n F: ~T A l~F. :· ·. 
. ' . . . . ' .. 
. l ClS. IJOC :-.JJ. t9t,·1,., ~~J.: .c1.5·,41 
HlRr3i;:R' . ,C.• AN .A:\JALYSI .3 Jf ·.JtJES·Tiu1\JS AND Ai\JSW~:R$: IN LldRAKI F.:S 
, . 
L~~rilr.;d· tJNIV CF.NTF:-:·< F'tJ~ Tri~ I.\Jf:J~~ATl·JN !:iGI~:i\JC~:S,Jl!N~~ 1966•AF'-AF"0SK· 
1~1J-f:,i,, -oi.: C~?.· .s~~3c; •. STUDIF:s IN THfe~ ~.A:~·S'f.S:TF:i~ lNTf(KF'ACJ.": IN Ll':3KA~].r: 
S, ~-1-~ r> • I 
:er I.LF > 
. ·~- 9-Js n.J.t. '"')• ·!.~-~-1, _-.~r.=__zs1~ 
!):1~KLCl:\N ·P~fCrf A.,sN • Prl,)J ON SCI 
A·'vlr.:~ 1>·SYCH1JL ASS, ~/<,J,J uc\l. SC I F.,\J 
. r~ff.G ' I ·9,;, 3 
INFO ~XCrfANG~ 1N PSYCrl 
I NF"u ~.-1 F...<CH iN p·s '( CtiO L, 8 VOL s-:.:.. · 
. . . ~ . 
CF ILE> 
.J-- ...... 
3 CI S tl,) C 1.JJ • l l .I 9, ',•J r • = ~ • 5 I ,, 
-34,1.v;., H• · DJCtJMF.NTATION tJF" TF:CH. 
4~F:R noc· INST, ANNU~L M~ETIN<i, 
(-300~) 
,~-
ANO SCl~NT. MF.~TlNAS 
I 9 ~ -41.1 PRO C • • I , ~ .4 3- ~ 4 6 
. tJ CI S nu C Nu• I I I !.. • w T • = (~ • 5·1 4 ,, 
·-. 
-·~ fi1<IF'F' I TH, =3. t,AKV~Y• ~J. F: .. ·rF:CT OF" CONVfe:t'fllON P~~~SE:1-.JTAT"I.JN ON lNFO 
~XCHANGf ~EHAVIOR AND RES 
AM i.: R DO C I N ST, ANN UAL M S.-: F: T I NG ., I 9 6 4, P R·o C • • I , ?. Cii I • ~ I 3 
Cl300K) < 
HOW ARF. w~· OOIN~? 
?NOT AS W~LL AS I HAn HOPf.:D. I AM MORF: INT·F:-RESTF:D IN THF: M·.A,~ 
?~ACHIN~ INTERF"ACE AT THE MOMENT . 
? 
• 
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t .. · CAN YOU DI RF.CT MF: w I TH RESPECT TO TH£ ABdVE?'' .. . . .r ··'- ____ ::_ .• ,.,. ....... ___ ,.,._ .... , .. n••--~-·"·-------'-~-~-·· ---·.-·~=---'-- it 
........ - -·····-·--·-·:·~'-'···-~•----···-~·····--·-·:·- ·1-r---AM" T"RYING. to·· DO ·"-Jlis'f °TH.At·~ ···. ·:ocj" .·vou ·-·-HA(iE-l•fATEi~f ALs·;· 1)0 CUM ENT S . . .. .-~. . . ~ 
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··-·· ...... - -,~d - :-,· ... .-_. 
l"' 
.. 
?AND SO F"0RTH ABOUT THE MECHANIZATION OF', .THE MAN MACHINE INTER,ACE? 
., 
• 
DO DOCUMrNT• MAN-MACHINE AND MATERIALS T£ND TO DESCRIBE- SJ; 
WHAT YOU WANT? 
? YS.: S 
., 
• 
I CAN NOT sr::e: WHAT AUTOMATION" HAS TO DO WITH QUF:STIONs. 
,., PL~ASF: F:XPLAIN • 
?I AM TRYING TO ASK ~UF:STIONS AND TO G£T ANSWERS VIA COMPUTERS 
., 
• 
I KNOW THIS TAKE~ TIM~• PLEASE 8£ PATIENT AND TRY AGAIN. 
?OK• GI VF: ME \,JHAT YOU HAVE ON ANSWER I NG I NF'O RMAT ION QUI RES BY 
?MF:ANS OF" AN ON LINE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
? 
• 
YOU l.JANT SYSTF:MS WI TH ON-LIN·F:. RIGHT? 
. . 
?NOT QIJITF:• I WANT ON LINE DOCUMF:NT RF:TRIF.VAL SYSTF.:Ms·. ' 
., 
• 
A SFARCH IS NOW B~INR ~AOF: ON THE CIS DOCUMENT COLLECTION ro 
LOCATF nocu~~NTS THAT Bf.ST F'IT YOUR NF.ED. 
THF nocnM~NTS CLOs~:sT TO Y•JUR RF:<~UE:ST ARE: 
. ' 
l CIS DOC t~O. 2168• WT•= f,J.791 
LlGKLI_DV.R.,· J. MAN-COMPlJTF:R INTERACTION IN li'JF'ORMATION SYSTEMS 
lN M., RlJBlNOF"F'., F.:O., TOWARD A NATIONAL INF'ORMATION SYSTF.:M. SECOND A 
. ' 
·,\JN NATL CO LL ON I NF"O R,'-1 RF: TR., APRIL 1965., SPARTAN BOOKS, 6 3- 7 5 , 
C 800~ > 
. - . 
? C I- S n •J C NO • ~ ~ " I • ~·J T • = A • 7 I.. 5 
fVff.;,.f.. s·F.:ARCH PROCF:OllRF:S 9ASF:O 01~ ··Mr.:ASURF.:S OF" RF.:LATEDNfi:SS BETWF.:EN 
·n.o-c11~ F:N rs 
.-1 ., l • T. p ~~o JF. CT M.AC ... JUN F. ] 91, I,. i"1AC-·r R- 29:-·THES Is-., NON R- ~ I ~2.: ~ I • PH. D 
. . .. . .. , 
··: T-HF. Sl S 
C.F'.lLF: > 
3: CJ S DD C N:J·. 8-~ "~ • •,.J T • = ~ • ~ 6 3 
:· J;".D 11JARn.s. n.: OCAs~.ON-Lii~F: CRYPTANALYTIC AID SYSTEM 
~lT, PROJF~T MAC• MAC-JR-~7• NONR-41~~-~l MAY., 1966 
CrlL~> · ~,, 
.IJ ·CIS noc NO. ·179~. l·JT·= ~.1,1,3 
n F.: NN I S, J • r, LA .SF.R, r.-: • TH~ S T RI JCT I JR F: 0 F' 0 N - L I N Jo: I i\J F O RM AT I ON P RO CF.: S .S J~ 
"fi'f:ST ~ . ..., :1 .. 
G)\J(,·~~ss. J;\J TH~ IN·FO·.~:w1 5Y,-STF:i~ sCI-ftN •. ~ND; PROC. ~·JASHINGTON, S_PART'AN./ 
5-14 
·( 8') :J ;<) 




-- S i{A·L L r · C ,}N T I N U F. r, l \JI N" r, 'f 1)'1J T _Hf. .S·F:? 
?,NO THL\N.K vo:11. 
? 
?.Y:~ S: 
I • ., ,,. .. 
,· 
? 
I .• ( 





PLEASf .. LOfi YOU~ CALL -- •- •-.-·• , .. -• ·•, .- . __ _, ,_ I; _ _. -;. .• 
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H~ L LO. THIS IS GRINS• 
WHAt IS YOUR NAMg? 
? CH SMITH 
? 
• ( J 
'YOUR NAM£ IS N01T FAMILIAR TO ME MR• SMITH• 
HAVE wg MtT BEFORE? 
?NO 
? • 
WHAT DO YOU WANT MR• SMITH? 
• .I 
, I 
?I AM CONCERNEti WITH THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF ECONOMIC FORECASTING• 
?SPECIFICALLY, l WISH TO DEVELOP. A FORECASTING SYSTEM WHICH WILLC 
?WILL BE MORE ACCURATE THAN PRESENT ECONOMETRIC SYSTEMS• 
? 
• 
COULD YOU EXPAND ON THE RELATION BETWEEN SYSTEMS AND ECONOMICS? 
?IT IS POSSIBLE TO LOOK AS AN E:CONOMY AS A KIND OF ORGAN.IC OR 
?BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM. Now. IS IT POSSIBLE TO USE MATTEMATICAL 
?MATHEMATICAL SYSTMES SYSTEMS TO rORECAST ECONOMIC• SPECID 
?SPECIFICALLY BUSINESSD CONDIT!ONSo 
? 
.. 
YOU WANT BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS WITH roHb1Ar1cs.· AM I RIGHT? 
?W~LL•••• NOT EXACTLY• I WANT TO USE MATHEMAJICS TO FORECAST 
?rUTURE BUSINESS OR ~CONOMIC CONDXTIONSo 
? . . 
. . . 
I CAN NOT SEE WHAT BUSINESS HAS TO DO WITH USEo PLEAS[ EXPLAIN. 
?BUSINESS HAS NOTHING TO DO.WITH. USED RATHER l WXSH TO USE-
?TH-E LANGRAG LANGUAGE OF MATHE:MATICS TO r;OR[CS FORECAST BUSIN-




CHEER VP THINGS COULDNT BE ALL THAT.BAD• • • • OR ARE THEY 
?NO• · LET ME TRY AGAIN• CAN YOU TELL ME ANYTHING ABOUT 
?BUSINESS rORECASTING. 
? . i " 
• 
· · A SEARCH IS NOW BE ING MADE ,.ON THE CI S DOCUMENT. COLLECTION TO 
LOCATE: DOCUMENTS THAT BEST Fl T YOUR NEED. 
THE DOCUMENTS CLOSEST TO YOUR REQUEST ARE: 
1 CIS DOC NO. 1648• WT•= 0•"55· 
"' 
·RUBINOfir. M. DESCRIPTION OF CATALOGING + INDEXING SYST FOR THE ACM 
. REPOSITORY . 'f. 
UNIV Or PENN., MOORE SCH OF ELEC;ENG., AFOSR 65-142~• AD 612277• JAN 
1965 . 
• CF"ILE> 
2 CIS DOC NO. 1522.1 JWT•= 0•451 
- 4 AU~RBACH CORP• A DESC~IPTION Or AUERBA~H INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
AUERBACH CORP. PHILADELPHIA• PA• FEB 1966 
• C.F" I LE> · . 
. 
· 3 CI s·· DOC NO• 2028• WT•= 0 • 417 - ; .~.~ . 
.. GE:NTLE.1E•C.JR. DATA COMMUNICATIONS IN BUSINESS 
... 
· NEW· YORK., AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH· co • 
CBOQK> 
; ) 
4 C I S DOC NO • . l ·~ 7 9 ~ WT• = 0 • 4 I 7 
AMERICAN CHEM~ SOC •. SYMP 'ON° INrO PROBLEMS IN· CHEM1CAL MARKETING 
J or CHEM DOC 5, 6j-B6• MAY 1965 
CL. u. LI8RARY>9 . , :_-,, 
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• 
5 CIS DOC NO.· 11-54., WT•= 0•417 
'SC_ijUL-TZ, L• A SYSTEM F'OR RF..:TRIEVING UNTITLED. BUSINESS DOCUMF.:NtS 
AMER DOC INST., ANNUAL MEETING,, "1964• PROC., 1. 453-456 
<BOOK> \\ · 
6 CI S DOC NO. 
\'~F:ENBF.:RG~R, M. 
. MIT, MAC-TR-8., 
<rlLE> 
798, .WT•= A•417 
SUPPLEMENT_ .TO OPS- I MANUAL 
ONR-NONR-41~2<01>• AUG 1964. 
., -7 CI S DOC NO• 40 5., WT•= 0 • 41 7 
Vl-:Y~TTE, J. IMPACT OF' INF'O RETRIEVAL. ON CORPQ··:·RATt STRUCTURE 
,· 
DATA PROCtSSING 4., JAN 1962 
CL. u. LIBRARY> 
8 ·c1s DOC NO. 3(i)J., WT·= 0. 417 . 
' ..... 
' ..... ~ 
RF:ft:S, T· E:T AL AUTOMATIC CORRE:LATION 0.F' 1Nr0RMATI0N rOR PURPOSES OF' . 
COMMERCIAL INTELLIGr-NCE ' 
<.) ..... •• • ..... 
P~RRY, J, ED, TOOLS FOR MACH Llf StARCHING, NEW_10RK, INTERSCIENCE, 
. 457-479 -010•18 P~6~T-
CL. Li• LIBRARY> · 
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Tri~N I WILL STOP HER~• 
PL~ASE LOG YOUR CALL 
Gu0Di3Y 1vJR • SMI ff.t.·._ 
~ .. . .. 
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James Sproat Green V, son of -Richard Fisher and Margaret 
' . 
Webster Green,~was bom in Elizabeth, New Jersey on }1arch 3, 
1937. He is married to the former J.1ary Lou Johnson of Vestal, 
New York. He was graduated from Thomas Jefferson High School 
in Elizabeth in June, 1955 and received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in Psychology from Lehigh University in January, 1966. 
From 1955 until 1959, Mr. Green served with the U. s. 
· Navy as a Guided Missile Fire Control Technician. · He was em-
ployed by the Singer. ?'1anufacturing Company, Di~hl Division in 
th~ design and development of automatic control-devices from 
· 1961 until 1963. In addition he was employed on a par_t-time 
basis in .the Bio-Electric Laboratory of the Psychology De-. 
partment at Lehigh before his present appointment as a Re-
search· Assistant in the Cen·ter for the In.formation Sciences 
at Lehi.gh University. 
Mr. Green was granted twenty claims on u. s. 'Patent No. 
.3 ,150 ,364, '~Anti-Collision Detection and Warning System," in 
September of 1964. · 
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